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grand theft auto: san andreas playstation 2 iso rom free is
an action-adventure video game developed by rockstar
north and published by rockstar games. it is the fifth main
title in the grand theft auto series and was released in
october 2004 for playstation 2 and in june 2005 for xbox
and microsoft windows. the game takes place in the
fictional state of san andreas, with the story following carl
johnson in his struggle to deal with gang wars,
confrontations with police officers, and relationships with
his family and friends. the open-world allows players to
freely navigate the rural and urban areas of san andreas.
after your payment has been processed, the content will be
downloaded to the applicable system linked to the
respective nintendo account, or respective nintendo
network id in the case of wii u and nintendo 3ds family
systems. this system must be updated to the latest system
software and connected to the internet with automatic
downloads enabled, and it must have enough storage to
complete the download. depending on the
system/console/hardware model you own and your use of
it, an additional storage device may be required to
download software from nintendo eshop. please visit our
support section for more information. three iconic cities,
three epic stories. play the genre-defining classics of the
original grand theft auto trilogy: grand theft auto iii, grand
theft auto: vice city and grand theft auto: san andreas
updated for a new generation, now with across-the-board
enhancements including brilliant new lighting and
environmental upgrades, high-resolution textures,
increased draw distances, grand theft auto v-style controls
and targeting, and much more, bringing these beloved
worlds to life with all new levels of detail.
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